mouth is held wide open results in partial obstruction of the larynx. Inadequate depression of the reflexes in the throat may result in partial adduction of the vocal cords, thus contributing a considerable degree of obstruction to breathing. Clotted blood or pharyngeal secretion in the air passages in the lungs may prevent either partly or completely the exchange of atmosphere in a lobule, a lobe or even a whole lung beyond the obstruction. Any of these accidents may be superimposed on what would otherwise be an insignificant depression of respiratory exchange due to the central action of sedative drugs or of general anesthetic agents. Granted that such partial respiratory obstruction did persist during this operation, the cells of the centers governing respiration would suffer from lack of oxygen and from acidosis caused by accumulated carbon dioxide. The physiologic mechanism for the maintenance of normal breathing is dependent on these two factors, the tension of oxygen and of carbon dioxide. The possibility of such disturbances resulting in serious harm or even in death is appreciated by the experienced anesthetist. In answering the specific questions as accurately as may be, . . . reference . . . [is] made to the book Fundamentals of Anesthesia published by the American Medical Association Press, 1942.”

J. C. M. C.


"Being struck by the high incidence of post-operative respiratory complications in Service cases as compared with those occurring in civilians, and noting that Kaye and Binning have described similar experiences, we decided to keep a record of a series of consecutive cases in an attempt to find some causative factor. A record was kept of the age, operation, premedication, type and amount of anaesthetic, duration of anaesthesia, any unusual incident during anaesthesia, and any post-operative complications in a series of consecutive cases undergoing surgical procedures at an E.M.S. hospital. The patients were all members of H.M. Forces, the great majority of them anaesthetic-resistant subjects in the 'pink' of physical condition. Many of them had that type of 'dust and tobacco pharyngitis' described by Kaye. The wards were remote from the operating theatre, necessitating a journey in the open air to and from the theatre. . . . The cases developing post-operative respiratory complications all followed a very similar course. The temperature rose on the second, third, or fourth day to a point between 100° and 102° F., with cough and purulent sputum. All had moist sounds in the chest, which were usually most noticeable at the base on the side operated on. The signs were those of a simple bronchitis, and only